Software engineer
Intern
Location
Cluj-Napoca

“Life is Hard to all of us, but We work Soft”

Period
July 2022 September 2022

We are keen to collaborate with self-driven
students who are already engaged in their
personal self-improvement or are willing to
experiment for the first time on how it is to work in
software development.

Experience
0 years
Skills
You like one
of the following:
PHP
Vue.js
HTML/CSS/JavaScript
Nest/Node.js
MySQL
Mongo DB
IoT
Microservices
AI

The program is designed for students looking for
an early start in software engineering.

We offer support, guidance, and an enabling
context to build not only on their technical skills
but also on their work style, soft skills and work
ethic. The participants are responsible to drive
their own development within the program and
be fully engaged in the process.
We place the participants in projects they’ll be
building by themselves with support.
The participants receive relevant support to
ensure they succeed in the responsibilities they
are assigned. This process creates many direct
opportunities for the participants to learn about
real software development work and to start a
career in software engineering.

As an Intern in Software Engineering,
you will:
learn about the work ethics and skills
necessary in software engineering
work in projects with agile working methods
with support from our senior members
receive guidance from a dedicated coach
be part of an agile team, learn the principles
of software development and being part of an
awesome team
develop yourself within new technologies on
customized software projects.

Ideally you:
are passionate about software engineering
and consider working in software industry for
live projects in the future
you like one of the following technologies: PHP,
Vue.js, HTML/CSS/JavaScript, Nest/
Node.js, MySQL, Mongo DB, IoT, Microservices,
Artificial Intelligence
like solving riddles or attending coding
challenges or hackathons, or you are simply
passionate about technology
have basic understanding of OOP and
common design patterns.

Well Life is Hard sometimes, but we
love to work soft. For this we:
are agile and adaptable
learn new things, constantly challenge
ourselves and are really passionate about
our field of work
we have a “can do” attitude and positive
outlook
share and exchange knowledge
are willing to value your work and continue
working with you after the internship period.

Want to start a new chapter?
Contacts us
Or just say Hello?

